In this paper we give an algorithm to generate all biconnected plane triangulations having exactly n vertices including exactly r vertices on the outer face. The algorithm uses O(n) space in total and generates such triangulations without duplications in O(rn) time per triangulation, while the previous best algorithm generates such triangulations in O(r 2 n) time per triangulation.
Introduction
Generating all graphs with some properties without duplications has many applications, including unbiased statistical analysis [M98] . Many algorithms to solve these problems are already known [A96,B80,M98,W86] . Many nice textbooks have been published on the subject [G93, KS98] .
In this paper we wish to generate all biconnected plane triangulations having exactly n vertices including exactly r vertices on the outer face. Such triangulations play an important role in many algorithms, including graph drawing algorithms [CN98, FPP90, S90] . A graph G is biconnected if removing any vertex leaves G connected. An embedded planar graph is called a plane triangulation if each inner face has exactly three edges on its boundary.
Recently, we proposed an algorithm to generate all biconnected "based" plane triangulations having exactly n vertices including exactly r vertices on the outer face [LN01] . A based plane triangulation means a plane triangulation with one designated "base" edge on the outer face. Two based plane graphs are said to be isomorphic if they are isomorphic and the base edges correspond to each other in the bijection. For instance, four biconnected based plane triangulations are shown in Fig. 1 , where the base edges are depicted by thick lines. Note that, however, those based triangulations are isomorphic as non-based plane triangulations. The algorithm for based plane triangulations uses O(n) space in total and runs in constant time per output while the previous best algorithm generates such triangulations in O(n 2 ) time per triangulation [A96] . The algorithm does not output entire triangulations but the difference from the previous triangulation. The algorithm of [LN01] generates all based triangulations as follows. Given n and r, we first define a tree T such that the inner vertices of T correspond to the biconnected based plane triangulations having at most n − 1 vertices including at most n − r inner vertices, the leaves of T correspond to the biconnected based plane triangulations having exactly n vertices including exactly r vertices on the outer face, and the edges of T correspond to some relation between the biconnected based plane triangulations. T is called the genealogical tree, and the genealogical tree for n = 5 and r = 4 is shown in Fig. 2 . In the figure, we can observe that if we remove a vertex depicted by a white circle from a biconnected based plane triangulation, then we can have the "parent" biconnected based plane triangulation. Also we can prove the number of vertices of T is within 3 times the number of leaves of T . Since the size of T is huge in general, thus we cannot construct whole part of T at once. However, we can simply traverse T in O(1) time per edge of T by partially constructing T . We need only O(n) space in total. And on the traversal we can find all the vertices of T , which correspond to all the triangulations.
By modifying the algorithm, we can also generate without duplications all biconnected (non-based) plane triangulations having exactly n vertices including exactly r vertices on the outer face in O(r 2 n) time per triangulation on average [LN01] . If we maintain output triangulations in a database to avoid the duplication, then the space complexity will be exponential. So to obtain an efficient algorithm, we have to check the occurrence of duplication without any database, hence this is a non-trivial modification. Another algorithm with O(n 2 ) time per triangulation is also claimed in [M98] without detail but using a complicated theoretical linear-time plane graph isomorphism algorithm [HW74] , while the algorithm in [LN01] is simple and does not need the isomorphism algorithm.
The strategy of the algorithm in [LN01] is as follows. The genealogical tree T has many biconnected based plane triangulations which are distinct as based plane triangulations, but isomorphic as (non-based) plane triangulations. The only difference is the choice of the base edge on the outer face. See Fig. 1 . On the traversal of T , we have to output exactly one biconnected (non-based) plane triangulations for each isomorphic class. By giving a unique sequence of letters for each biconnected based plane triangulations, we can define a representative triangulation among each isomorphic class as the triangulation having the lexicographically-first sequence of letters. The algorithm in [LN01] needs O(rn) time computation at each leaf v of T to decide whether the sequence of letters for the based triangulation corresponding to v is the lexicographically-first one among the isomorphic class, and only in such case the based plane triangulation is output as the representative plane triangulation. Otherwise the based triangulation is not output. For each output triangulation, T may contain r isomorphic ones corresponding to the r choices of the base edge. Thus, the amortized time complexity of the algorithm is O(r 2 n) per output triangulation.
In this paper we improve the running time of the algorithm in [LN01] as follows. We define a new unique sequence of letters for each biconnected based plane triangulation. Given a biconnected based plane triangulation, the new sequence of letters needs less computation to decide whether the sequence of letters for the based plane triangulation is the lexicographically-first one among the isomorphic class. Our algorithm needs only O(n) time computation at each leaf of T . Again, for each output triangulation, T may contain r isomorphic ones corresponding to the r choices of the base edge. Thus, the amortized time complexity of our algorithm is O(rn) per triangulation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines our new sequence of letters. Section 3 gives a new algorithm to find the lexicographically first sequence. Finally Section 4 is a conclusion.
Sequence of Letters
In this section, given a biconnected based plane triangulation G with the base edge e, we define a sequence of letters. Then we show that the sequence of letters has enough information to re-construct G. This means that we give a unique name to each biconnected based plane triangulation. We need some definitions first.
For a graph, a cut is a set of vertices whose removal results in a disconnected graph or a single-vertex graph K 1 . A graph is said to be biconnected if no cut is composed of a single vertex. A graph is planar if it can be embedded in the plane so that no two edges intersect geometrically except at a vertex to which they are both incident. A plane graph is a planar graph with a fixed planar embedding. A plane graph divides the plane into connected regions called faces. The unbounded face is called the outer face, and other faces are called inner faces. A plane graph is called plane triangulation if each inner face includes exactly three edges. Without loss of generality, we assume that the vertices are on the general position, so that no triangle is "empty." An isomorphism from
Two plane graphs are said to be isomorphic if there is an isomorphism preserving the cyclic ordering of edges incident to each vertex.
A triangle of G is a boundary triangle of G if it has at least one vertex on the outer face. Let G 1 = G, and G i , i > 1 be the graph obtained from G i−1 by removing all vertices included in only boundary triangles, i.e. the graph induced by non-boundary triangles of G i−1 (see Fig. 3 ). For an edge e of the outerface, the tail of e is the endpoint of e followed by the other endpoint of e in clockwise order. We define the triangle sequence of e by the sequence of triangles incident to the tail of e in counter-clockwise order (see Fig. 4 ).
Let seq 1 be the circular sequence obtained by connecting the triangle sequence of the edges of the outer face of G 1 in clockwise order (see Fig. 5 ). Note that this is a circular sequence so it has no end. For an edge e on the outer face of G i , i ≥ 2, we define the outer triangle of e by the boundary triangle of G i−1 including e (see Fig. 5 ). Let seq i be the circular sequence obtained by connecting the triangle sequence of the edges on the outer face of G i in the order of their outer triangles in seq i−1 (see Fig. 6 ). Any outer triangle appears just once in seq i−1 , and other boundary triangles appear in seq i at least once and at most three times. For instance in Fig. 5 , H appears in seq 1 three times and F appears once. Each appearance of a triangle in seq i is called an occurence.
For two occurrence t 1 and t 2 of seq i , we define the distance from t 1 to t 2 by the number of occurrences from t 1 to t 2 in seq i (see Fig. 5 ). Note that the distance is zero if t 2 is next to t 1 . If t 1 and t 2 are the same occurrence, we define the distance from t 1 to t 2 by the number of occurrences in seq i minus one. For instance in Fig. 5 , the distance from the occurrence corresponding to the first A to the occurrence corresponding to the first C is 1, and the distance from the occurrence corresponding to the last A to the occurrence corresponding to first A is 0.
For each occurrence t we assign a sequence of three integers l(t) as follows. Assume that t is in the triangle sequence of edge e, u is the tail of e, and u, v, and w are the three vertices on the boundary of t, and they appear clockwise in this order. Let d(u) be the distance from u to u, where u is the last occurence corresponding to t. Let d(v) be the distance from v to v, where v is the last occurence corresponding to a triangle containing v. Let d(w) be the distance from w to w, where w is the last occurence corresponding to a triangle containing v. We set l(t) = (d(u), d(v), d(w) ).
For example, see Fig.5 . The traingle sequence of e * has an occurrence corresponding to triangle B. Now d(u) = 24 since seq i has 25 occurrences, and has only one occurence corresponding to B, d(v) = 21 since from D to B there are 21 occurences, and d(w) = 0 since from A to B there are zero occurences. Note that A, B and D mean the occurrences corresponding to triangle A, B, and D, respectively. Thus l(B) = (24, 21, 0). Similarly for the first occurrence C, l(C) = (23, 20, 0).
For two occurences t 1 and t 2 , we say l(t 1 ) is smaller than l(t 2 ) if l(t 1 ) is lexicographically smallerthan l(t 2 ), and we write l(t 1 ) < l(t 2 ).
We can observe that the first integer of l(t) is 0 iff t is the first triangle in the triangle sequence of some edge. Hence, the following property holds. Property 1. If occurence t 1 is the first triangle of the corresponding triangle sequence and occurence t 2 is not the first triangle of the corresponding triangle sequence, then l(t 1 ) < l(t 2 ).
For any edge e on the outer face of G, we can obtain an ordinal letter sequence from the circular sequences seq 1 , seq 2 , ... as follows. First we cut the circular sequence seq 1 to a sequence so that the triangle sequence of e appears first (see Fig. 5 ). By using the order of seq i−1 , seq i can be considered as a sequence (see Fig. 6 ). We connect these sequences so that the sequence obtained from seq i follows the sequence obtained from seq i−1 , and replace each occurrence t by l(t). We define the letter sequence L(e) of e by the sequence of letters. We denote the ith letter of L(e) by l i (e).
Given letter sequence L, we can uniquely re-construct the biconnected plane triangulation G based at e such that e is the base edge of G, and L(e) = L as follows.
First, we consider the graph G induced by the boundary triangles of G 1 . If G is not equal to G , then there exists at least one boundary triangle appearing in seq 1 only once. From the first number of the letter of the occurrence, we can get the length of seq 1 . The occurrences such that the first number of their letters are 0 are the tops of the triangle sequences. Thus, we can get the number of edges on the outer face, and the length of the triangle sequence of each edge. From the first number of the letters, we can know which triangles of distinct triangle sequences are identical. From the second and the third numbers of the letters, we can know the order of triangles incident to a vertex. Therefore, we can construct the graph G uniquely.
Suppose that we have constructed the graph induced by the boundary triangles of G 1 , .., G k−1 . In the similar way to the above, we can construct the graph induced by the boundary triangles of G k . By connecting the graphs we constructed, we obtain the graph induced by the boundary triangles of G 1 , .., G k . Therefore, G can be constructed uniquely from the letter sequence.
Thus, for any biconnected based plane triangulation with base edge e, the letter sequence L(e) is defined uniquely and given L(e), and we can re-construct a unique based biconnected plane triangulation with base edge e. Therefore, we gave a unique name to each biconnected based plane triangulation.
Algorithm for Finding the Minimum Letter Sequence
We have defined a unique letter sequence for each biconnected based plane triangulation in Section 2. In this section, we define a unique letter sequence for each biconnected (non-based) plane triangulation, and show an algorithm for computing the letter sequence in short time.
A biconnected plane triangulation G corresponds to many biconnected "based" plane triangulations G e , since we can choose any edge on the outer face as the base edge e. So intuitively each biconnected (non-based) plane triangulation G has many names which correspond to the choice of the base edge. We are going to find e * which is the lexicographically minimum name L(e * ) among all over L(e), and define the name of G as L(e * ).
For two sequences L 1 and L 2 , we say that L 1 is smaller than L 2 iff the first k − 1 letters of L 1 and L 2 are the same, and kth letter of L 1 is smaller than L 2 . Note that k can be 1. Let e * be the edge of the outer face of G whose letter sequence is the lexicographically minimum. In this section, we describe an algorithm for finding the edges whose letter sequences are equal to L(e * ).
For an edge e on the outer face of G, we define m(e) by the number such that l i (e) = l i (e * ) if i < m(e) and l i (e) > l i (e * ) if i = m(e). We define m(e) by +∞ if L(e) = L(e * ). We are going to find the edges e with m(e) = +∞ by comparing the ith letter of the letter sequences iteratively. l i (e * ) is the minimum letter among l i (e) with m(e) ≥ i. We can see that if m(e) ≥ i and l i (e) = l i (e * ), then m(e) = i, and we do not care about e in the (i + 1)th iteration.
In this way, if we check each occurrence of seq i to get its letter only once, the computation time is O(n). However, if some occurrences are checked more than once, then the computation time may be up to O(n 2 ). We will explain how we can save computation time in this case. In the ith iteration, for an edge e and e of the outer face satisfying m(e) ≥ i, if there exists h satisfying h < i, h < m(e ), and the occurrences giving l i (e) and l h (e ) are on the same position in seq j for some j, we say that e overlaps with e . Let z i be the sum of the cardinalities of seq 1 , ..., seq i . We define z 0 by 0. Note that h = z j−1 + 1 if e does not overlap with e in the (i − 1)th iteration.
Suppose that edges e 1 , ..., e k overlap with r(e 1 ), ..., r(e k ) in the ith iteration and z q < i ≤ z q+1 . From Property 1, if an edge e satisfying m(e) ≥ i overlaps with no edge, m(e) = i.
First, we consider the case that no r(e j ) is in {e 1 , ..., e k }. Let m * = max{m(r(e 1 )), ..., m(r(e k ))}. We can see that m(e j ) = +∞ only if m(r(e j )) = m * , and m(e j ) = i + m(r(e j )) − z q − 1 if m(r(e j )) < m * . Hence, we can go to (i + m * − z q )th iteration. The skipped iterations are not necessary to be executed.
Second, we consider the case that some r(e j ) are in {e 1 , ..., e k }. We define the chain of e j by {e j = e j1 , e j2 , ..., e j h } such that r(e jp ) = e jp+1 , and r(e j h ) is not in {e 1 , ..., e k } or e j h overlaps with no edge. We denote e j h by tail(e j ) (see Fig. 7 ). Let d(e j ) be the cardinality of the chain. We consider the case later that the chain is circular, i.e., any r(e j ) is in {e 1 , ..., e k }.
Let d * = max{d(e 1 ), ..., d(e k )}. We can see that m(e j ) = (i−z q −1)×(d(e j )− 1) + m(tail(e j )) if d(e j ) < d * . Hence, m(e j ) = +∞ only if d(e j ) = d * , and we can go to ((i − z q − 1) × (d * − 1) + z q )th iteration.
Finally, we consider the case that the chain is circular, i.e. any e j overlaps with an edge of e 1 , ..., e k . In this case, a chain includes all e 1 , ..., e k . Hence, the first z q+1 th letters of L(e 1 ), ..., L(e k ) are the same, and we can go to (z q+1 + 1)th iteration.
We describe this algorithm as a procedure below.
1. Compute seq j for each j 2. Compute the letters of all occurrences in seq j for each j 3. i := 1, F := edges of the outer face 4. Set q so that z q < i ≤ z q+1 5. For each e ∈ F satisfying l i (e) < max f ∈F l i (f ) 6. m(e) := i and remove e from F 7. i := i + 1 8. If any edge of F overlaps with an edge of F then 9. i := z q+1 + 1 10 Else if an edge of F overlaps with an edge of F then 11. For each e ∈ F satisfying d(e) < max f ∈F d(f ) m(e) := (i − z q − 1) × (d(e) − 1) + m(tail(e)) − 1 and remove e from F 12. i :
Else if an edge of F overlaps with an edge not in F then 14. For each e ∈ F satisfying m(r(e)) < max f ∈F m(r(f )) m(e) := i − z q + m(r(e)) − 1 and remove e from F 15. i := i − z q + max f ∈F m(r(f )) 16. End if 17. If i is less than the length of the letter sequences and |F | > 1 then go to 4. 18. Output all edges of F The time complexity of this algorithm is proportional to the length of a letter sequence plus the number of overlaps. Since the length of a letter sequence is O(n), we estimate the upper bound of the overlaps.
Consider the the ith iteration of the algorithm. For each e ∈ F, one of the following three cases occurs.
(1) e overlaps with no other edge.
(2) e overlaps with another edge e , and e = tail(f ) for no f.
(3) e overlaps with another edge e , and e = tail(f ) for some f.
If (3) occurs, e = tail(f ) can never hold again for any f, hence (3) will never occur for e . If (2) occurs, then e can never be overlapped. Hence the number of the overlaps is at most twice the length of the letter sequence, and is O(n).
By replacing the O(rn) time computation at each leaf of the genealogical tree T in [LN01] to the O(n) time computation above, we can improve the running time of the algorithm. We have the following theorem. Theorem 1. All the biconnected plane triangulations having n vertices including r vertices on the outer face can be generated in O(rn) time per triangulation.
Conclusion
In this paper we have given an algorithm to generate all biconnected plane triangulations without duplication. Our idea is to define a unique sequence of letters for each biconnected based plane triangulation, and by finding the lexicographically minimum among all the bases of a biconnected plane triangulations, we can efficiently decide for each whether the based triangulation should be output as a biconnected plane triangulation.
